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BRIANS MAGIC GIRL
1st over half, cover by winner into far turn, good lead up trip,
stalled little late. Nick's choice over 2 others. Gotta use in
exotics.
VELOCITY LAYLA
Left well, brushed back past quarter, shook off pair of
attackers, urged, away. Okay form but facing much tougher
tonight.
MAGNIFIQUE
Parked quarter, kept quick clip with backside tw, attacked into
lane, held tough to wire. Post relief. Your likely favorite again.
RELENTLESS DANCER
Left with 2 others, 3hole trip to lane, traffic, urged, more
traffic, tough to gauge. John hops aboard. She's got a shot
too.
HI FIDELITY
Left to midturn lead, yielded to fave, chased balance, urged,
held fair. Braxten stays. Can she leave in here?
SHOCK N AWE
Moved out on rim 3rd over, followed winner, loose cover,
urged, many vying for 3rd. extra week off. Dean drives. Only
class dropper in the race.

DRINK ME PRETTY
Well back early, came on behind the fave, 3-4wide around
bad flow, tired. Back inside, third start back angle. Adds
Mooney.
JUNE MORNING
Tracked to far turn, came with cover nearing 3/4s, urged,
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best of the rest. Extra week off. She can also play against the
boys.
ROCKET POWER
Off gate, saved all ground, 4hole past half, didn’t make any
headway. Also skipped a week. Adds leading driver.
BUDGIE SMUGGLER
Came on with loose cover far turn, tired into the lane. Post
relief and he'll add Nick for this.
HIHO JULIO
Moved from back with cover far turn, wide around stalled
flow, came on to save 3rd check. Outside but a smaller field.
One more in the mix.
SPORTS DRAMA
Lugged out middle of turn one, disappeared, not sure what to
think. What's the plan in here?

ROCKINAROUNDHEAVEN
Rode cones behind strong wire to wire winner, failed to keep
up late stages. First start back after long layoff. Readiness?
LILAC LAUREY
At the back throughout, urged, failed to get into it. Extra
week off. Dean Magee takes the drive tonight.
DANCERS FANCY
Settled early, took easy run to the lane, no rally in the
comeback tuner. Returns from two-month sabbatical. Adds
Braxten. Another readiness concern.
SWEET ONE
Gapped turn one, saved ground balance, failed to advance.
Would not be surprised to see her fire out in this one.
NOISY NORA
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1st over half, attacked winner to lane, broke, tough to gauge.
Jake returns. Can't eliminate her from the gimmick equation.
LOOKSLIKEWEMADEIT
Settled early, chased top pair from the quarter, some late
urging, much best of the rest. Drops another rung on the
ladder. Should love this crowd.

MYSTERY DRAGON
Came up 3rd over near half, followed winner to lane, urged,
failed to rally. Gets the rail but undercard seems best case
scenario.
GIGGLE MONSTER
2nd over near half, great lead up, away pretty comfortably.
Nick's choice. Deserves top billing again.
FIVE CARD DRAW
1st out well before half, attacked balance, urged, edged for
2nd. Entered for the $9000 tag tonight. Obvious use.
TIMETOPLAYTHEGAME
Sped from gate, yielded, 3hole trip to stretch, driven, 3 vying
for 2nd. Mooney in the bike. One of many considerations.
MISTER HAT
3wide half turn, parked quarter, attacked final bend, faded
from the skirmish. Should make an easier lead. Benefits from
smaller field size.
ITS A GREAT WHITE
Led mid turn, yielded, tracked to lane, seam along cones,
urged to save place. James choice in here. Now he's outside
of Señor sombrero. Leaves too?
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BIG HERO
Led briefly, yielded, chased to the lane, urged, only a mild
rally. Chip hops aboard. Tough spot.
WINDSUN GALAXIE
Sat soft trip, inherited pocket behind winner past quarter,
tracked to lane, flattened a bit. Hoping for a small slice.
MAJESTIC LADY JO
Rode cones whole trip, gapped bit last bend, no late moves.
John's back. Undercard thoughts only.
DOUGS HOBBY HORSE
Led at once, yielded mid turn, broke past quarter, fair
recovery. Would not be the worst price stab in here.
ITS A HORSE
Reserved early, followed cover past half, good lead up, driven
to save place. Dean's choice. Tighter? Always plays hard.
MANDEVILLE
Parked eighth plus, moderated clip to lane, some urging, held
well. Nick's choice. Probably going down the road again.
PRIDECREST
Sped out near half, rim balance, couldn't get to stubborn
winner, solid tuner. One of the three most likely winners.
What kind of price tonight?

PANCETTA
Moved out with cover past half, followed to lane, stalled into
the blazing mile. Chip returns.
IN FOR THE CHASE
Stuck behind gapper early, remained well back to far turn,
angled, urged, up, benefited from the maniacal duel. Jake's
choice.
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BLUE STAR MAVERICK
Parked half turn, kept marching unchallenged, sped home
comfortably again. Sharp, Luke's choice over 2 others.
DEPENDLEBURY
Took soft trip to far turn, tipped out wide, urged, led, nailed
on wire. Hikes, adds Mooney.
GORGEOUS FOR REAL
Third over into final bend, angled wide, only a mild rally. Rene
steers here.
SOME PLAYA
Led into turn, yielded past quarter, popped back out late last
bend, surged late, up. Hikes, Nick drives.
COZ AND EFFECT
Left well, 3holed to midstretch, cleared traffic, surged on to
save place. Solid form, one of many.
PH HIPPIE
Settled early, out far turn, came wide, rallied on well off no
use. Facing tougher, outside again, Braxten in bike.
MARCED MAGIC
Away well, tracked the top pair to the lane, urged, 3vying for
3rd spot. Week off. Dean's choice over 2 others.
BUNKERHILL BILL
Broke near start, took hold, recovered, parked turn, attacked
by winner late last bend, tough to end. Blasts from 10 hole?

PLATINUM TIME
Looped, parked eighth plus to drop, back out near half,
attacked strong rival, held well considering. Week off.
Braxten's choice.
REYS N A RUCKUS
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Sat in to far turn, squeezed out midbend, rallied well on
outside. Also missed a week. Rene hops aboard.
ASPLODE HANOVER
2nd over half, wide around stalled cover, flattened out. Post
relief and James gets the call.
MARC MELLOW MAN
Checked near half, back 3rd over into far turn, wide around
poor flow, finished fair considering. Dean here. Price thought?
JOKER JOHN
Looped leaving but dropped into pocket, soft journey to lane,
urged, flew, missed. Tough to rule him out.
EXPLAINNOTCOMPLAIN
Settled in for easy run to the lane, urged. Chip gets the call
tonight.
CALIFORNIA ROCK
Out mid turn to top, braked when untested, sped home,
nudged on the wire ouch. Fresh Lasix, one to beat.
MIKIS MAGIC RIDE
Saved all ground to lane, found his best stride a bit too late.
Have to include if your seeking value.
FRED AND ROZ
Shot to top, took middle half breather, away in hand, avoided
break. Should be renamed Fast and Iffy.
MY MUDDY BUDDY
Led early, yielded, took a soft trip behind top pair to lane, no
rally. Now the 10 hole. Ouch.

LAKOTA LAW
Led into turn, yielded to retaker, followed to lane, stalled.
Week off. Braxten's back.
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MARILYN
Saved all ground, heavy traffic to lane, tough to gauge.
Missed some time. James choice tonight.
LA DIVA DE ROSA
Sat in along cones, traffic to top of lane, angled wide, rallied
fastest too late. Drops. A gimmick must.
SING ALONG
Left to midturn lead, braked while untested, sped home under
some urging. Inside. Luke's choice over 2 others.
PLACE AT THE BEACH
Far back early, gapped far turn, lost contact. Does get class
and post relief.
WIZZEL STIX
Left, snuck out 2nd over, good lead up trip, driven, 2nd best.
These are much tougher.
ALONG CAME JANE
Out late turn one to get top, no pressure to middle of the
lane, driven, caught late. Also hikes, adds Nick.
GORDY AGAIN
At back from outset, moved out around last turn gapper,
driven, no close on the wet track. Fresh Mooney noted.
DUANNES HORIZON
Sat in whole trip, began to stall around last bend, didn't like
the track? Way outside. Adds Rene.

SIN MACHQUEEN
Came from afar early to catch cover far turn, angled into lane,
much best of the rest. Post relief. Tighter too?
NAKED BURNER
1st out near half, loose cover far turn, kept grinding, even
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late. Back inside for this.
LAISSEZMOIPICOLER
Led into turn, yielded to class dropping winner midbend,
chased, urged, 2nd best. Braxten returns.
TWO BEAT
Slow leaving, failed to make any menacing moves. Drops
from claimers tonight. Adds chip.
HERECOMESTHETHUNDR
Led at once, yielded nearing half, stalked to lane, up wire,
little urging. The question is readiness.
STYLEMASTER
Rode cones, shuffled to last, some stretch traffic, useful
comeback tuner. Might be tighter here.
URINGOODHANDS
Left, pocket tripped behind winner, gapped in snappy 3rd
panel, driven, no rally. Adds to the speed equation?
RAMSAY
3rd over past midfar turn, good lead up trip behind winner,
urged, 2nd best. Tougher post but could be tighter too.
TICKET TO ROLL
1st out near half, rimmed balance, ended up in 3way show
battle. Probably coming from afar.
WET SHARK
Took cover into far turn, kicked wide for the drive, solid close
to get drop down score. Hikes, brutal post.

PADDY MURPHY
Settled early, easy run to the lane, failed to make any
menacing moves. Rail again, Mooney stays.
THEREALGOODS
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Parked turn, brushed back past quarter, yielded to fav,
tracked balance, urged much best of the rest. Steps up,
better post, shot.
WIZARD OF ODDS
Left well, got a soft trip to the lane, followed top trio, urged.
Looks like undercard material.
MYSTICAL STORM
2nd over near half, wide around stalled flow far turn,
flattened. Would not be the worst stab in the world.
FOX VALLEY B GUMP
Moved up on the cover train, swung wide around stalled foes,
urged, finished fair considering, best of rest. Better post
tonight.
LODI EAT MY DUST
Away on delay, parked quarter, braked to far turn, sped up
into lane, urged to hold in bow for Luke. Deserves top billing
again.
CUSTARDS DUNGEON
Sped from gate, yielded to winner past quarter, chased to far
turn, tipped, urged, 3rd best. Does he fire out again? Gotta
use.

USGENERAL WA MANN
Looped leaving, fortunate to find a tuck near quarter, tracked
balance. Extra week off. Maybe a slice.
CANTHOLDMEBACKMACK
Out mid turn to top, blazed clip with backside tailwind,
attacked in late, gave way grudgingly. Looks best on paper
again. But . . .
CENALTA DIESEL
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Settled in early, rode cones whole trip, driven, just fair. Tries
James tonight.
GUNNY WILSON
Saved all ground to the lane, cleared, urged, fair into slowish
final panel. John stays. Could grab another slice of it.
FEAR FACTOR
Settled early, stalked the top pair throughout, urged, failed to
advance. Week off. Mooney takes the drive.
EDDIE BRUSH
Rode cones whole trip, failed to make any menacing moves.
Adds Jacob. Looks like longshot again.
BURNTISLAND BILLY
Left to pocket behind heavy fav, tracked balance, stalled bit
late, urged. Few weeks off. One more consideration.
RED STAR TIGER
Led early, yielded to fave, tracked to lane, not a late danger.
What's the plan from outer post?
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